JA WAHAR NA VODA YA VIDY ALA YA, JOGNA, LOHARDAGA
Regional Integration Meet -2016
The following instructions have been given to the principal Smt. P.S.Bara, on
22.11.2016 while visiting the vidyalya during Regional Integration Meet 2016.
1. There should be wall, connecting all the buildings as discussed on site with a path
way with tin sheet connecting all the buildings with academic block to ensure that
children be intact in the academic block during academic hours.
2. A grill gate of iron may be fixed to ensure safety of main academic block.
3. The boundary wall should be properly repaired wherever required by engaging
mason and labours as per need, following NVS rules.
4. A space for development of play filed for boys is available in the vidyalaya. It
should be properly developed by engaging J.e.B. and providing path way to the
play filed. There should be a separate play filed for boys and girls as sufficient place
is available in the vidyalaya premises.
5. A space is available in the vidyalaya which should be properly utilized after
proper maintenance.
6. The level of maintenance of boys toilets is very poor which shows casual look
after by the house masters/associate house masters.
7. House masters/ associate house masters should be instructed to remind the
children time and again their duty and responsibility about the cleanliness in the
hostels.
8. A dry welding machine and electrical cutter must be purchased to make the repair
work economical.
9. Some repairable items are lying unused at some of places in the vidyalaya. It
should be kept at one place designated as the repair workshop.
10. All the teachers are instructed to involved themselves in the professional growth
and plan for getting the bench mark achieved decided by NVS in the final
examination.
11. A trolly should be used to carry hot food to new dining hall to avoid any
misincident.
12. Afternoon session may be utilized to inspire the students by calling
officers/educationists/imminent persons from different fields as the vidyalaya is
near to the district head quarter.
The action taken report must be submitted up to 31 st January 2017 .
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